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General Turkey welcomes you to the
stuffed edition of the Knighted Writer
where all Knights, near and far, take a
moment to give thanks! All of your
hard work, time and commitment has
brought the General and us so much
gratitude that we can't stop shaking our
tail feathers.

Here's the scoop on this edition:

Starters: a tasty look into Knighted's latest contract at Players Casino and learn more
about the newest development at The Bicycle Casino
Sides: a warm acknowledgment to our armed forces, and some tips on healthy dishes for
the holidays.
Main Course: Thanksgiving Shout-Outs, a Knights for Neighbors call-to-arms, and your
Walktober Winners!

Happy Thanksgiving!

 

COMPANY
ANNOUNCEMENTS

 
Knighted Ventures is proud to

announce our newest client,
Players Casino!
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On Friday,
November
20th,
Knighted
Ventures
began
providing
third party
player
services for
the Players
Casino in
Ventura,
California.

This marks KV's tenth contract and a new beginning for
many Knights both new and seasoned. Jieho, Roy and the
Supervisory Team would like to extend wholehearted thanks
to Associates currently working at Players, as well as the
Associates holding down the fort at other established client
casinos. And a special thanks to those Associates who have
migrated long distances to assist their fellow feathered
Knights. Without everyone's dedication and hard work, our
expansion would not be possible. Cheers to all the Knights
stepping up their game!  
 
 

Expansion at the
Bicycle!

 
On November 18, Governor Jerry Brown joined the Bicycle
Casino team in a ribbon cutting ceremony to unveil the new
Bicycle Hotel and Casino, a seven-story, 117,907 square-
foot boutique luxury hotel addition to the casino. Opening on
December 1st, 2015, the new hotel will offer luxury
accommodations, a pool and spa, brewery, and numerous
other four-star amenities. The expansion also includes a
brand new VIP Gaming area located near the main entrance
of the hotel casino. 
 

Another batch of riddles to solve. Justify your
answers clearly to be entered to win a prize! 

 
1. Players at a casino are very particular about
where their bets are placed. They require that no
other players' have bets within √5 feet of where
they bet. On a three feet x four feet table, prove
that six players cannot bet happily. 
 
2. Korbyn is happily describing his family to you
during pre-shift. He exclaims, "I have 3
beautiful children! Their ages multiply to 90."
Then he adds, "I suppose I also need to tell you
that their ages sum to the number of keys I
have here." After seeing your perplexed
expression again, he says, "Oh alright, after
raising two boys, we decided we wanted a girl."
Ah! Now you know the ages of his children, how
old are they? How do you know this? 
 

Can You Solve These? 
 

Justify your answers and submit now! 

Winner! Winner! Turkey Dinner!
   

Congrats to 
Cameron
Kemper,
our winner

for the
November

Banker
Brilliance! He
proved that
he's ready to
take on the

zombie
apocalypse

with skillful
logic and well-thought out arguments. Check
out his thought process on his selection of the

axe as his most important tool below: 
 
"This [the axe] is by far the most useful
object on the list. Our first job in surviving
is to not let anything kill us. We might
consider survivors/other non-infected
humans to be as dangerous as zombies...
An infection rate of 99.999% means the
population of Cincinnati falls from
~300,000 people, to 3 people... Given 80
square miles and countless buildings, it's
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Bike Supes tour the brand new facilities! 

We're excited to see these developments come to fruition, and
look forward to continuing to provide a high level of service to
match.
 

  
A flock of associates have flown to casinos near and far for
new adventures! Luis Aguirre, Veronica Rubio, Carlos
Quesada and Jasmine Bustamante all moved to Napa Valley
Casino. Mai Xiong took flight to the Lodi Cardroom. Lastly,
Brandon Mason, Luis Diaz, Mike Cuddy, Tony Min, Holly Mills,
Michael Zarate, Alice Leung, Alfredo Munoz and Jordan Price
are the Players Casino's first Knights. Give thanks to all these
amazing associates for holding down the fort! 
 
Before all the baking, there must be shaking. Bankers Casino
has three new supervisors: Alma Romero, Joe Eckerdt, and
Hoang Le. Palace has a new Senior Associate: Sang Yim.

unlikely the four will ever stumble into each
other on accident. Going forward I assume
that any protection will be solely from (1)
zombies, and (2) the elements. Given that
these zombies are said to (1) have
incredibly good hearing and (2) the entire
population of 300k zombified population
actively hunting people, loud gun shots
would be bad... In a good situation with a 
quality silencer on a low-caliber handgun
with little mechanical movement we could
get ~120 decibels, which is comparable to
the loudness of a rock concert. In an open
field a normal human could hear a silenced
pistol a mile away. Guns of any sort would
have to be a last-ditch do-or-die resort, and
not useful for typical zombie encounters in
areas with any real population density.
Thus the axe is the only weapon on this list
that is realistically usable in Cincinnati
without immediately being swarmed."

Thanks Cameron! You win some sweet
board games!

BAY AREA SHOUT OUTS 

101 CASINO

"Luly because she always comes in with a
positive attitude and she's a good trainer."

"The awesome attitudes of the new hires
because it's contagious!"

"My family because they are amazing!"

"Having a job where I make enough money
to support my family and I'm able to do
something I really like and I find fun."

"Turkey because it's delicious."

"Free casino coffee because it's free."

"All of our awesome associates because
they make work fun."

"An awesome job and a wonderful staff to
work with because it makes me want to

come back day after day."

"Casey Sandin because he's a rockstar
trainer and SA extraordinaire! He goes



Let's all give these Knights a warm round of applause for their
promotions!

 
FALL WELLNESS WRAP-UP 

Let it never be said that our team will not rise to a challenge. Whether
it's learning new games, adapting to awkward situations on the table at
a moment's notice, or taking over a new casino contract, our staff have
ample opportunities to show off their professional drive on the cardroom
floor. It's no surprise that results from a company-wide walking
challenge are impressive. 

SoCal team members complete a Walktober hike in Palos Verdes

Our winning team, reigning supreme from their post at The Bicycle in
Southern California, was: THE WALKING DEAD : Brittney Nikiel,
Cameron Kemper, Ronnie Williams, Leander Santos, and Dale
Manzella. They will be receiving an OpenTable gift certificate for a
team meal at an upscale, healthy restaurant.

In the individual competition, we had a 7-way tie for first place!
These individuals walked 10,000 steps every single day of the
competition. Congratulations to David Chlebowski, Orion Foresee,
Perla Guzman, Brittney Nikiel, Michael Riff, Janet Velasco,  and
Fred Young . You will each be receiving gift cards shortly.

As a company, we logged 47,547,717 steps during our Walktober
challenge. That's approximately 23,800 miles, which is 8.5 trips
between New York and Los Angeles via the I-80. It's also just under
1/10 of the distance from the Earth to the Moon. In under a year we'd
make it all the way (if there was a road to walk on). When we work
together, grand things happen, from being leaders in our field to
walking fantastic distances. Thanks to all participants for joining in,

above and beyond to make sure new hires
are prepared for our tables."

"My girlfriend because she is awesome."

"My brother because he is very supportive
in my time of need."

"Tyler H., Mike C, and Casey S. because
they work hard to prepare their fellow
associates for new games. They are

awesome Senior Associates."

"My sight/senses because I am better able
to see and enjoy the life I am granted."

"Scott R., Lady R, Emma S, and Steven
F. because we have the absolute best shift
leads crew we could ever ask for. They are

shining examples of what associates
should be aspiring to. "

 
"Good health because if you don't have it-

you have nothing."
 

CASINO 580

"All 4 of my supervisors, especially Korbyn
(because he likes cheesecakes), because

I'm having a very hard time in life. They
are all very supportive and caring. Korbyn
is the ear that I need to talk to in order to

get me through the day."

"The 580 team because they are willing to
teach and guide me to learn new things."

"6 days because I like to shop!"

"All the supervisors because they all
helped me. Made me feel a part of the
work family and are funny and great to

learn from."

"Victor because he had my back when I
needed someone to take my shift!"

"B side because it makes it easier to spot
cheaters!"

"Working with great coworkers because
they have made it fun and a job I look

forward to coming to."

"Hand sanitizer because chips are
disgusting."

"Having to be raised by a single mother.
Because of her I've learned how to be an

independent woman and work hard to
accomplish my goals."

"Learning from mistakes because only
from making mistakes I can learn to

improve myself."

"Music in the house because it makes me
dance."



and we look forward to seeing just how much closer to the Moon we
can get in 2016. 

 

Knights For Neighbors Spotlight - Breanna
Dato

Bike Associate Breanna Dato has been instrumental in helping us
organize and recruit volunteers for our many recent and upcoming
Knights for Neighbors events. Learn more about Breanna and her
reasons for giving back below.

 

With the holiday season approaching, we have many things to be
thankful for: having careers, shelter, warm clothing, and food.
Unfortunately, there are people who do not have the same luxuries as
we do. Everyday we may pass by those less fortunate than us, but have
you ever stopped and tried to put yourself in their shoes? How they
must feel, to have no shelter, to be cold, and to be hungry? It is a very
scary thought.
 
The holidays are a time to be thankful, but also a time for giving.

I personally know the heartache of nearly having nothing. A few
years ago, my family and I were living off the guava trees around our
neighborhood, on the brink of being homeless because we couldn't
afford rent. We were so lucky to have a kind friend help us back on
our feet. Thinking back on these events is painful, but makes me truly
appreciate all that I have now. We never know when something
unexpected may occur, whether it be and illness or becoming
unemployed. But sometimes we can be lucky - lucky to have that one
friend or one person to help us in our time of need.

I remember volunteering with LA on Cloud 9 to help feed the
homeless, and the most inspirational part of that event was helping a
young girl pick our donated clothing. This little girl had the most
amazing smile on her face and was so happy. Then I realized: she
didn't care what the clothing looked like or where it came from, she
was just happy to have some clothes to wear. Something that can seem
so simple and small to us can mean something so big and amazing to
someone else. The simplest gesture can make such an amazing impact
on someone else's life, whether it be a compliment or a used sweater
you never wear. Helping others can impact your life as well - the joy
you feel from helping others is truly inspiring.

From nearly being homeless and having no food for my family, to
being able to help others fighting this same battle is a gift in itself.
There is so much I'm thankful for: my family, my job, the roof over
our head, the food that we have, plus so much more. These are all often
taken for granted. Now when I see my cupboards and fridges full of
food, it makes me emotional, to compare what once was to where I am
now. I will not take what seems like the small things for granted,

"Eliza because she always has candy."

"Football because it's football!"

"Having you all here because you're all
beautiful!"

"Kristian because he is thee dopest supe
that ever lived"

"Carlos and all his korny jokes. Work is
never boring when he is here." 

"KV because I can provide for my family."

PALACE 

"JR Cataquian for your help in training
tiles."

"KV, a wonderful organization, for the
opportunity to learn and earn."

"Jasper because he's awesome!"

"Everything!"

"All the opportunities that are given to all
the associates because it shows that the
company really cares for all the well being

of each employee. "

"All the supervisors and bankers because
they helped me to be a better banker and

improve my skills. Also, 
they always made my day!"

"The people that I work with because they
keep me humble and level-headed."

"My whole KV family. Would go to war for
any 2 of you!""KV family and friends and
most specifically my creator, for all the

blessings in my life!"

"All of the mentors that I have had
throughout the time that I have worked for
Knighted Ventures, because it shows that
the company cares about its employees
when there is always someone willing to

extend a helping hand."

"Working at this place because I can meet
and work with everybody. "

BANKERS CASINO

"The free coffee because it keeps me
alert."

"All of my co-workers at Bankers Casino
because they're the best group that feels

like a family."

"My family, my kids, my husband and for
having a job to support them. This year

has been so good for us and I am



because everything we have is a gift, and it needs to be cherished.

Together we can help people that are not as lucky as us this
year. We have some wonderful volunteer events around this
time including:
 
11th Annual Healthy Family Update and Turkey Giveaway -
On November 24th, Knights for Neighbors was lucky enough to
ensure that thousands of families in the Compton area had a
Thanksgiving dinner. Classes were given about health dangers like
obesity and diabetes, and companies like the MLB Youth League and
the offices of Senator Isadore Hall III were able to lend a helping
hand.
LA on Cloud 9 Toy Drive - On December 13th, we'll be donating
clothing, books, food, and animal shelter needs with an added Toy
Drive for the holidays! Toys are asked to be around $10, unwrapped,
and in new/good condition.
One Voice LA Holiday Food Program - On December 17th, we'll
be packing holiday dinners for needy families in the Los Angeles
area. No donations are necessary, but warm clothes are
recommended - the volunteer group takes up an entire airplane
hangar!
 
 Together, we can help with these wonderful events and help others
feel thankful this year as well.

 

 

Vang Ly - Lodi
 

Vang Ly is currently an associate at Lodi Casino. Supervisors
mentioned that Vang is an awesome employee who is always on time,
down to work overtime, and that he's
very good about asking questions and
communicating in post shifts. He is
dedicated to the team and helps with
operations by volunteering for first lunch
when needed. Cool fact about Vang is
that he just obtained his Masters in
Criminal Justice in Law and Public
Policy! He's a bit unsure about what he
wants to do with his degree, but will be
exploring his options when the time
comes. 
 
Fun fact: Vang may appear shy and
quiet, but those close to him know that
he is very outgoing! His favorite hobbies
include going fishing and exploring forests to hunt.  

grateful."

"The associates, Supervisors and the HR
Team because when my father passed

away last month they were very
considerate and gave me time to grieve. I

am thankful to work for a very caring
company."   

"I'm thankful for my wife and daughter
because they are my motivation in life to

be a better person and to always follow my
dreams!"

SACRAMENTO 
SHOUT OUTS 

 

CORDOVA CASINO
 

"Cordova associates because for remaining
humble and always offering to help others

out and work OT."
 

"Tom because he holds it down on Pai
Gow."

 
"Shang because she brought donuts that

one time."
 

"Knighted Ventures because if it was not for
this company, I would not be able to find a

job as soon as I did."
 

"Burt Reynolds because his mustache is
perfection. A goal all men should strive for."

 
"KV because they offer decent wages and
healthcare while things are tough. Plus, the

company is like family!!"
 

"Andy Thao because he's the best!"
 

"Isaac because he actually audits the
ledgers and corrects everyone's

mathematical errors."
 

"The Supervisors because they're
accommodating leaders who are easy to talk

with."
 

"Kate Drennan because she asks a lot of
questions and continually strives to

improve."
 

"Christian because I have someone to
discuss food with."

 
"My Parents because if it was not for them, I



 
 

Christian Bravo - Bankers
 

Christian Bravo is an associate at the Bankers Casino in Salinas. His
team highly appreciates Christian's reliability and willingness to go the

extra mile. He has made leaps and
bounds in development and is
using his experience to help the
new hires. Christian's fantastic work
ethic and personality stems from
his family. In particular, his father
didn't grow up with much, but
always worked hard to be able to
provide for and, at times, even spoil
him and his siblings. 

Fun fact: Outside of work, Christian
is an avid sports fan and huge nerd.

He played many sports growing up and enjoys watching them in his
free time now. He also takes the time to express himself through his
drawings, both traditional and digital.
 

Jason Lee - Bicycle
 

Jason Lee at the Bicycle has a passion for mathematics reaching
back to high school, where he won first place in his school's math
competition. This spurred him to study
mathematics at UC Davis and to seek a
position at Knighted Ventures almost a
year ago. In his free time, Jason loves to
watch old black and white movies, and
likes to watch pro football even though he
doesn't have a particular team. Jason's
drive to do his best comes from one of
his film heroes, James Stewart:
considered a renaissance man in his
day, Jason really appreciates that
Stewart succeeded in everything he put
his mind to.

Fun Fact: Jason dabbles in card magic!
He had a friend show him a trick or two in
high school, and he really enjoyed
learning as much as he could. His one
tip to people who want to learn card magic? Keep practicing; it's the
only way to get better!
 

Gratitude Extends Beyond Giving Thanks
When is the last time you made an effort to distinguish between the
"have" and "have nots" in your life? Can you recall the last thing you
felt or expressed gratitude for? Why do we wait to become mindful of
gratitude during a selected national holidayon Thanksgiving? 

Gratitude extends
beyond giving
thanks. Practicing
gratitude regularly
builds your
Emotional
Intelligence (EQ) -
sometimes referred
to as "the other kind
of smart." EQ,
which is our

would not be here financially, physically, and
emotionally."

 
"My grave shift because they are

awesome!!!"
 

"Pho because it's cold outside."
 

"Andy Thao because he takes good care of
us and is always there when you need him."

 
"Car windows and freeways because they
keep my hair dry when I'm running late for

work."
 

"Toulee Hergh because he's hilarious and
has a positive attitude at work."

 
"Charlie Xiong because he has insane music

knowledge."
 

"The soda machine because I don't have to
bother the service people all the time for

water."
 

"Having a second family at work because
they make home feel a lot closer!"

 
"Touleeh & Sue because they brought

eggrolls and sauce."
 

LODI CARDROOM
 

"Kaysy X because you are awesome! Stay
awesome."

 
"The group of people I work and the learning

experiences!"
 

"Seesee C. for always helping teach new
games and double checking things!"

 
"Being thankful because being thankful is

fun, just being thankful."
 

"My Lodi coworkers because they keep me
sane."

 
"My family because they helped me be a

strong independent woman."
 

"Jieho and Roy because they gave me a
chance to work for them. "

 
"My night shift teammates because of the

support they give every night."
 

"Vanna because she's cool."
 

"Trees because they give oxygen and look
nice."

 
"All the help I get from the Lodi crew (Laney,

Melissa, Vanessa, Vanna, Joe, James...
etc.) because they continue to make my job

fun."
 

"Graveyard workers. Always being the best.



personal and social competence, isconsidered to be essential to
honing your personal and professional leadership capacity. Simply
put, you can be the most analytical or numbers-oriented person on
Earth, but that can only get you so far. If you don't seek to understand
yourself and others, you cannot effectively interact with others, and you
cannot lead.
 

An important aspect of strengthening your EQ is developing self-
awareness. If we can gain a strong sense of self, then we will have the
ability to see others more clearly. We can call this "being mindful".
Mindfulness is the ability to make the connection between our thoughts
and our emotions, which enables us to more effectively manage our
relationships. It's about becoming more aware (noticing what we do),
more intentional (doing what you mean), and more purposeful (doing it
for a reason). Practicing gratitude increases mindfulness, and
mindfulness and EQ share important goals: to see things more clearly;
to look deeply into how we operate; and to cultivate awareness of
words, thoughts, actions and reactions. 

So how does one practice gratitude, you might ask. Start simple - write
down three things you are grateful for everyday. These items don't
need to be "ah ha" moments or grand gestures. They can be the most
basic elements of your day-to-day living - hot water, food on the table,
a place to rest your head. The point is, the small but ongoing practice
of giving thanks allows us to experience increased positivity, joy and
pleasure. It reduces a sense of entitlement, combats feelings of
stress/anxiety, and reduces comparison to others which in turn
increases self-esteem. Perhaps most importantly, gratitude combats
feelings of loneliness and makes us more connected to others. In
these turbulent times, all we need is a daily dose of "thanks" to bring
us closer to our humanity. 

LOS ANGELES SHOUT OUTS

BICYCLE CASINO
"Perla, for being on top of the board and running it like a champ." 
- Victor

"My mom and dad, because they always support me no matter what I
pursue. I love them both endlessly." - Johnny M.

"Bronson for that cup of noodles." - Everyone

"The 5:40 crew, for being super generous with morning pastries." -
Rohan

"Zack N, Noah R, and the 12-8 shift, because they have been very
supportive through some trying times and I appreciate it a lot."

"Alex Felix, because he's bomb at his job, believes in his crew, and
genuinely cares about his co-workers individually. He's rad."

"Angel, for bringing Churros"

"Paulina N, because she gave me her preshift donut."

"The new seat cushions."

"Davis, because you still da man!" - LaNeisha

"Rudy, because I like you as a Supervisor."

"Rob, because he looks very sharp and composed everyday, also for
making the 6am shift more lively! Brilliant ideas!"

Handles the most weirdest people."
 

"Andy. Blackjack king. Post-post shifts and
always going the distance."

 
"Knighted Ventures team because we are

the definition of team!"
 

"My family and friends and my job because
without any of these 2 I would not be able to

live a happy life."
 

"Shalane. Always caring and being the
bomb. Keep on rocking."

 
"Ryan H. Funny guy, team player and

always knows how to brighten the day."
 

"Vanna because she makes my world go
round."

 
"Shalane and Vanna. Perfect team! Keep it

up you 2!"
 

"Christmas at work because of Secret Santa
gifts!"

 
"Lue. A Lodi knight. Graveyard. Family man

and being here when needed!"
 

"DMX for givin' it to ya"
 

"Pha. Nice car. Nice guy. Good jokes. And a
team player."

 
"Roger. Always reaching new heights and

challenging himself. Keep it up."
 

"Vanna. Mom you rock because she looks
out for me on BJx3."

 
"James Y. You rock sup! Keep it up!"

 
"Melissa J. because she is an awesome
supervisor. She listens and gets things

done!"
 

"Pai Gow because it's the only home I have
for sure!"

 
"Julian G. Always a team player. Willing to

do what others won't."
 

"Shalane, James, Reagan because they
take the time to listen to me and help me

succeed. "
 

"Manny because he's the best."
 

LOTUS CASINO

"My wife being pregnant. I'm going to be a
Dad."

 
"Keng Thao because he has been helping

me out with games, life (good and bad
situations), and et cetera."

 



"Kent, for being very sincere and dedicated person. I like your vision
for the company!"

"Davis, because he's the best" - Cameron K

"Sophea P - thanks for the homemade egg rolls in the morning." -
Christian P

"Jennie R for bringing me Jamba Juice."

"Nicky, because he is ALWAYS number ONE!" - Richelle

"This job, because it's hard to get a job nowadays and with the pay I'm
able to cook delicious food for my friends & family."

"Orion working a 24 hour day! His commitment to his job is uncanny."

"Davis, because I have always felt that he listens and truly
understands."

"Jerry, because he's awesome (Apex King)" - Jennie

"Franky E, because he is always encouraging and puts a smile on my
face."

"Perla, for being amazing on the board."

"Chris J, for all the OT!"

"Jeff Vezina for his camaraderie, because we are in this together."

"The person who brought donuts, because I was hungry and needed
sustenance." - Eric T

"Nick Chin, because congrats! you deserve to be a Supe!"

"Angelene Buckner, because she has such positive enegy that rubs
off on me and puts me in a good mood". - Amanda N.

"Franky, for challenging me to become better in Pai Gow"

"The entire HR + training team, because from day one they created a
positive environment and made me feel welcomed and cared for.
Thank you for all of the laughs, direction, conversations and most
importantly.... the free food!"

"Kent Thang for making my schedule change happen. Greatly
appreciated!"
 
"Perla, who is the perfect mentor and teacher. Her shifts are always
run at its maximum potential and she has a beautiful heart. I'm super
thankful to have met her. Shmeow <3." - Raven T.

"Daniel Siria, because he's nice and brightens my day" - Amanda

"Bernadeth Arroyo for always giving me rides and sharing snacks with
me. Greatly appreciated!" - Kristine A.

"Jennie R - she's my favorite cousin!" - Victor R

"Derek for being attentive to my table's needs"

"Rohan, because he laughs at my jokes". - Amanda

"Breanna D, because she organizes Knights for Neighbors functions
that raise greater awareness for programs that help the community." -
Arthur R.

"Andy Lee because he knows tiles."
 

"Having a good job because being homeless
is not fun."

 
"Seena, Kee, Keng, Soo and Mike Cuddy for
being consistent, hard workers. And always
bringing joy to the work place. They all love
to joke but are all model employees on the

table."
 

"Joanna Fajardo because she is always
willing to lend a helping hand."

 
"Awesome supervisors because they
continually motivate and mentor us to

become potential leaders. They truly care
about our progression and work with us to

advance our skills. Lastly, they work around
everyone's schedules and are very

accommodating."
 

"Sadie M. because she always comes to
work with a positive attitude and brings a
great vibe to our pre-shifts. In doing so, it
motivates everyone else to have a better

day."
 

"Sonny and Sadie. They work their butts off
to keep us happy and healthy. Thanks

guys!"
 

"Jessica Lopez because she writes daily
jokes for us to read."

 
"My chill, cool, understanding co-workers
Kao, Terren, Seena, Keng, Sadie, Daniel,

Andy and Veng, because they helped me in
every way to get my games down."

 
"Joanna F because she is an awesome

trainer, and takes the time out of her
personal life to come into work early to train

associates."
 

"Dylan Bridges because he is an awesome
shift lead. He supports us and motivates us

to be a better worker."
 

"Pheng because he treats everyone
equally!!"

 
"Oxygen because without it, we would not

have life on Earth."
 

"My family, girlfriend, job, and friends
because they mean a lot to me and have

supported me thus far."
 

"Amazing co-workers because they make
work fun!!!"

 
"Water on Mars because it makes colonizing

Mars in the future much easier."
 

"Cue because she listens to KV associates'
concerns on the table "

 



 

A SPECIAL
THANKS TO
VETERANS
Many people
associate Veterans
Day with the end of
World War II, but
its roots date back
to the signing of the

armistice between the Allied nations and Germany at 11am on
11/11/1918. It was originally dubbed Armistice Day, but later renamed
after World War II and the Korean War in 1954. The original idea for
Veterans Day came from Raymond Weeks, a World War II veteran, to
honor all veterans and not just the ones who died in World War I.

The total number of veterans living as of 2014 is 20.9 million. More than
half of these veterans, about 10 million, are 65 years of age or older!

California ranks #1 for the number of U.S. military veterans living in than
any other state - a whopping 1.7 million.

Veterans are more likely to vote than non-veterans. More than 70 percent
of veterans cast their ballot for the 2012 presidential election, compared to
60.9 percent for non-veterans.

Keeping in the spirit of our newsletter shout-outs, Knighted wants to give
the most grateful shout-out to all of employees who are veterans or
currently serving. These military branches represent Lead From Where
You Are at its core, and servicemen and servicewomen are vital assets to
the civilian workforce. If you have any veteran or active family and friends
you think would be perfect for the Gaming Associate position, please
contact Human Resources. Happy Thanksgiving, and happy Veterans'
Day!

"My employment at Knighted Ventures
because this company has so much to offer/

opportunities for employees to get exactly
where they want to be in this company, and
if not in the company, they care about your

success in the outside world as well."
 

"Joanna Fajardo because she is such a
great mentor to others."

 
"All my supervisors because they rock."

 
"Everyone who holds a door open for me."

 
"Shoutout to D-Man aka Daniel Manomai

because he's a great boss. The man works
too hard. Someone slow him down."

 
"My family because without them, I'd go

crazy!"
 

"Dylan Bridges/Bonnie because they make
us feel so comfortable like we can talk to

them about anything, and the work flow is so
much more smoother with them around."
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